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HIGH ENERGY PHOTOPROTON PRODUCTION BY 322 MEV BREMSSTRAHLUNG 

Jo Wo Rosengren* and Jo Mo Dudley 

Radiation Laborator,y, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

October 13, 1952 

KBSTRACT 

The ejection of high energy protons from various materials by 

322 Mev bremsstrahlung has. been investigated using a detector telescope 

consisting of three liquid scintillatorso Protons, above a minimum energy 

of 65 Mev, were distinguished from other particles by their dE/dx at a 

fixed rangeo At 70 Mev the angular distribution appears to be independent 

of nuclear complexity~ the relative distributions from Li, C, and Ta have 

about the same shapeo Distributions from C at 77, 127, and 174 Mev were 

measured between 11° and 45oo The data do not fit the predictions of a 

quasi-deuteron model but adequate calculations require more knowledge of 

the deuteron photodissociation processo The yields at 45° for 72 and 142 

Mev protons from various materials was found to be directly proportional 

to Zo The energy spectra of photoprotons from C have been measured at 

45° and 900o The absolute differential cross section for production of 

72 Mev protons from C at 900 has been measuredo 

* Now at Department of Physics~ MoioTo 
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HIGH ENERGY: FHOTOPROTON HtODUCTION BY 322 11EV __ :EREMSS'IRAHLUNG 

i'[ 
J<> W<> Rosengre.n and J<> _M<> D~ley 

. -· ... '··· . --:: 

Radiation Laboratory~ Department of Physics 
University·of.Californiap Berkeley_p California 

October 13, 1952 

A. study has been made 'of the high energy:photoprotons.emitteq 

from various targets .when bombarded· with th~ 3~2 Mev bremsstrahlung beam 

of the Berkeley.•synchrotronc, The object was -to. extend to higher proton 

energies an earlier investigation made by Levinthal and .Silverman::L_with 

the same beam<>. Recently somewhat similar hign energy measurements h,ave 

beenreported by Keck<>2 

· · Protons above a minimum energy of :65. Mev• were- detected with 

a counter-telescope consisting of three liquid sCJintillators (terphenyl 

in toluene) viewed by RCA. 1P21. photomu,ltiplier tubes<> This counter .was 

constructed. in cooperation with W<> S<> Gilbert and is described in a 

report of an investigation of the photodisintegration of the deuteron 

at high energies) A particle 9 s range was speCJified by demanding that 

it pass. through the first counter and stop in the seCJondo The-protons 

were then distinguished from less heavily iollizing particles (eogo mesons 

and ·electrons) by,·requiring a certain minimum pulse height in the first 

countero -By this method a,deuteron.would be recorded as a protonl) but. 

at the high energies investigated .•. (corresponding to deuteron energies > 90 

Mev) it .is doubtful that the deuteron contribution-was appreciableo To 

vary the mean energy of· the protons detected" copper absorpers were. 

placed in front of the first countero 
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Bf adjusting the rf·accelerating voltage of the synchrotron 

the so-called long beam-pulse was obtained in which the electrons are 

made to spill into the internal 0.020 inch platinum target over a period 

of about 3000 ~ sec. Since the magnetic field is varying as a 30-cycle 

sine wave during the beam pulse the electrons strike the target at var

ious energies, ranging from 298 to 324-Mevo 

The b.remsstrahlung beam was 'cpllima.ted by a 3/4 inch diameter 

hole in a 9 inch thick lead wall, the various targets employed being 

placed in the beam about 50 inches beyond this wallo To monitor the 

beam us·e was made of two ionizatioll chambers which were part of the 

standard synchrotron installation and which had been calibrated abso

lutely by glocker and Kenney.4 Th~ counter telescope was installed in 

a lead house With 3 inch thick walls, a 1-1/2 inch diameter hole in the 

front wall of the house defining the effective solid angle subtended b,y 

the detector. The lead house was mounted on a carriage that could be 

revolved about the center of-the x-ray target. 

;The angular distributions of protons of energy near 70 Mev 

rrom lithium, carbon, and tantalum were measured in the range from 30° 

to 1500. The results are given in Fig. 1, plotted taking d~/Q-d~-dE = 1 

at 90° .. · Each point represents a total angular interval of 6° o For 

measurements made with Q~ 90° the targets were along the line at 

Q = 135°; for Q > 90° the targets were along the line at Q = 45°o. The 

data were adjusted (< 5 percent correction) to take into account varia

tion of proton energy losses in .the target due to variation with angle 
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of emission and the use of various target thicknesseso 
! 
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Apparently the differences in complexity between the heavy 

tantalum nucleus and the light lithium and carbon nuclei have little 

effect upon the a.ngu:la:r distributiono The· observed distributions' ·are 

within the precision of the measurements identical for all three elementso 

In Figo 2 the carbon data have been plotted separately for comparison with 

the carbon data of Levinthal and Silva~ at a iower proton energy (40 

Mev) and those of Keck at a higher- protori energy (100 Mev) 3 all obtained 
--

at a synchrotron energy of about 300 Mevo The comparison indicates the 

distributions in this angular range become steeper with energyo Also 

plotted in ~igo 2 is the curve calculated by Levinger5- for 70-Mev photo~ 
- ' ' . 

protons from carbon using a quasi-deuteron modelo Actually this curve 

is for a synchrotron emergy of 200 Mev9 . but 'the c~e for 300 Mev synchro= 

tron energy would be the same except at the largest angles where it woUld 

be somewhat highero The posit'ion of the peak ·in the calculated distri= 

bution is in obvious disagreement with the datao Levinger's calculations 9 

which considered the photodisintegration of a two-nucleon substructure 

(quasi-deuteron) moving inside the nucleus 9 utilized-an extrapolation of 

the Schiff6 and the Marshall and Guth7 caiculations of the electric dipole 

and quadrupole photodisintegration of the deuterono This extrapolation 

has been found, howver, to disagree with recent experiinentso398 

The distributions measured at 70 Mev9 as shown in Figso 1 and 

2 9 may represent contributions from more than one processo Meson.produc= 

tion from a static free nucleon b.Y 300 Mev photons will lead to 70 Mew 

recoil nucleons at 30°o The motion of a 'nooleon inside the nucleus will 
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make it possible to have some 70 ~v recoil protons at angles greater 

than 30°. Also, the reabsorption of a meson inside the nucleus in which 

it is produced could lead to some high energy pl!otons·o The forward 

angular distribution of the protons shows this latter~· which would give 

an isotropic distribution, cannot be a primary process. 

The angular distributions of photoprotons from carbon at smaller 

angles were measured at three proton energieso The results are shown in 

Figo 3, all plotted to the same scale of relative cross sectiono In 

order to get to small angles the detector system was moved to a distance 

of 40 inches from the target; at all points the counter telescope aperture 

subtended an angle of 2°o Precautions were taken to operate at a beam 

inten~ity which was low enough -to eliminate pile-up of pu1ses in the 

electronic so 

The solid curves given in Figo 3 are those calculated by 

Levinger fo~ 130 Mev and 175_ Mev protons produced from carbon by 300 Mev 

bremsstrahlung_(taken from Keckgs article)o The normalization of the 

curves is arbitraryo As for the case of 70 Mev protons the distributions 

calculated by I.evinger underestimate the small angle contributionso 

The dotted.¢firves represent calculations of the yield of protons 

from the &isintegzation of a static deuteron under the assumption of a 

cross section for deuteron dissociation that above 180 Mev is constant 

and isotropico Such an assumption perhaps more closely approximates 

recent findings3SJ8 than the theoretical values used by Levinger9 and the 

slightly better fit (in spite of the disagreement for 174 Mev protons) 

suggests that Levingerus fundamental quasi-deuteron mode1 9 corrected by 
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more accurate data for the high-energy photodisintegration of the deuteron~ 
. -

may yet prove fruitfulo 

An investigation of the Z dePendence Wa.s made 'at an angle of 

45o by measuring the yields of 72 ~v protons from eleven elements~ from 
' • ·.- ••• <-•• 

lithium t~ zinc, and of 142 Mev protons from six elements, from ber,yllium 

to leado The results are shown in Figo 4o For both energies the yield 

was approximately directly proportional to Z~ the curves in Figo 4 are 

proportional to zlo06o The same data9 plotted with the abcissae (NZ/A) 

and (NZ/A 7/6) (the fonner sUggested by u;.;.inger9 the latter by Keck), 
. . 

show a gr~ater d~viation from proportionality than when plotted ag~inst 

Zo For both ~n~rgies the yield wa~ appr~ximately proportional to 

(NZ/A)lo09 or to {NZ/A7/6)lo32o 
; 

The energy spectra of the photoprotons ejected from carbon by 

-
the 322 Mev bremsstrahlung were measured at 45° and 90° for energies 

above about 70 Mevo The results, shown in Figo -5~ · hri.ve been corrected 

for nuclear absorption of the protons in th~ copper absorber used to 
. . 

var,y the mean energy of the protons detectedo A cross section equal to 

the geometrical area was used7 giving a'mean free path in copper of 

112 gm/cn?-o The ~esuJ.ts ~eem to be ~ smooth continuation of the E=1~7 

spectrum observed at 90° by Levinthal and Silverman at energies below 

70 Mevo Keck foUnd a break in the spectrum t.tiat ·he obseried from ca:rbon 

at 67o5°, and interpreted the fact that it ocClur.adat half the energy 

of the upper limit of the 'bremsstriihlung' distribution- as confi:rmS.tion 

of a deuteron model for the dissociation processo A proton recoili~ 

from a neutron would carry off about li~f the energy for angles near 90°o 
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Under such an interpretation the energy of this break should depend on 

angle, as.dete~ned b,y the kinematics of deuteron disintegrationo A 

300 Mev photon would give a 123 Mev proton at 900 and a 197 Mev proton 

at 45°o . However~ what might be called breaks in the curves in Figo 5 

~ occur near 140 Mev, which suggests that an interpreta~ion cannot 

be so easily madeo 

The absolute differential cross section for the production of 

72 Mev protons from carbon at 90° was measured to be Oo72 ± Oo29 ~b/Q= 

Mev-Ster, which is in good agreement with the value Oo74 ± Oo22 found . . . 

by Keck at approximately the same proton and bremsstrahlung energies, 
. . 

but is considerably higher than tP,e value Ool5 (± factor of 2) measure~ 

by Levi~thal and Silvermano Levinger gives Oo29 ,ub/Q-Mev-Ster as the 

result of his calculationso 

In g~neral over our ranges of energy and angle.the absolute 

values calculated by Levinger appear to be roughly a factor of four too 

sma.llo At energies above the meson threshold (- 140 Mev) the extrapola-

tion employ~d b,y Levinger of the calculations of Schiff and Marshall and 

Guth of ~he total cross section for photodisintegration of the deuteron 

dis~grees with experimento3,8 The cross section near 200 Mev has ,been 

f.ound to be five to ten times higher than predictedo Thus one might . 

expect a closer agreement between experiment and predictions from t?e 

quas~~de~teron model of the nucleus after appropriate corrections are 

made ~n that theory for both the observed angular distribution and the 
• ' . I 

exci ta:tion function for deuteron pho:todissociation above 140 Mevo 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

lo Angular distributions of photoprotons near 70 Mev produced from Li, 

C, and Ta by 322 Mev bremsstrahlung. 

2o Angular distributions of photoprotons from carbono 

Jo Angular distributions of photoprotons from carbon at small angleso 

All experimental points are plotted to the same relative scaleo 

4o Z dependence of photoproton productiono Curves shown are propor

tional to z1o06 
0 

5o Energy spectra of photoprotons from carbon, arbitaray normalizationo 
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